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2 full Siegel modular group $Sp(2, \mathbb{Z})$







$H_{2}=\{Z=X+i\mathrm{Y}\in M_{2}(\mathbb{C});{}^{t}X=X,{}^{t}\mathrm{Y}=\mathrm{Y}\in M_{n}(\mathrm{R}), \mathrm{Y}>0\}$
2 $Sp(2,\mathrm{R})$ 1
$MZ=(AZ+B)(CZ+D)^{-1},$ $M=(\begin{array}{ll}A BC D\end{array})\in Sp(2,\mathbb{R})$
1281 2002 126-140
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$g=(\begin{array}{ll}a bc d\end{array})\in SL_{2}(\mathrm{R})$
$(v_{1}, v_{2})=(u_{1}, u_{2})g$
$(v_{1}^{\iota},v_{2}^{\iota-1}v_{2}, \ldots, v_{2}^{\iota})=(u_{1}^{s}, u_{1}^{s-1}u_{2}, \ldots,u_{2}^{\iota})\sigma_{\iota}(g)$
$F\in A_{k,s}(\Gamma)$ $s+1$ $\mathbb{C}^{s+1}$






$s$ $A_{k,\iota}(\Gamma)=0$ ) $k\geq 5$
$\Phi$ : $A_{k,\iota}(\Gamma)arrow S_{k+\iota}(SL_{2}(\mathrm{Z}))$ (Satake














$s$ $A^{\sigma}\cdot(\Gamma_{2})=\oplus_{k=0}^{\infty}A_{k,\iota}(\Gamma_{2}),$ $A^{\sigma.,even}(\Gamma_{2})=\oplus_{k=0}^{\infty}A_{2k,\iota}(\Gamma_{2})$ ,
$A^{\sigma.odd}’(\Gamma_{2})=\oplus_{k=0}^{\infty}A_{2k+1,\iota}(\Gamma_{2})$ . $s=0$
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$A(\mathrm{I}_{2}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}),$ $A^{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}}(\mathrm{B}_{2})$ , $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $A^{\sigma}\cdot(\mathrm{I}_{2}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}})$ $s>0$
$A(\mathrm{F}_{2})$ $A^{\mathrm{g}_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}}(\mathrm{F}_{2})$
$s$
1. J. $\mathrm{I}\dot{\mathrm{g}}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}$ $A(\Gamma)=\mathbb{C}[\phi_{4}, \phi_{\epsilon}, \chi_{10}, \chi_{12}, \chi_{35}]$
$\phi_{4},$ $\phi_{6}$ 4, 6
$\chi_{10},$ $\chi_{12},$ $\chi_{35}$ 10, 12, 35
( )
2. $s$ $A_{k,\iota}(\Gamma)=0$ $-1_{4}\in\Gamma$
3. $k<0$ $A_{k}(\Gamma)=0$
Cartan Seminar
$s\geq 1$ $A_{0,\iota}(\Gamma)=0$ (Freitag [4]).
4. $s\geq 2$ $k\leq 5$ $A_{k,s}(\Gamma)$
$k\leq 4$ $s$ $\mathrm{V}^{\mathrm{a}}$ $\mathrm{V}$ ‘




T. Ibukiyama [6] 3














$\mathrm{Z}^{4}$ 10 e $\mathrm{n}$ char-
acteristics $\theta$ 5 $Sp(2,\mathrm{Z})$
$(Sp(2,\mathrm{Z})$ 2 ) $WF=0$ $\theta$
$F$ ( ) $\mathbb{C}$- lued
$F$ $\theta^{2}$
$d$ $L$ 2 $d$





$\mathrm{e}_{L,P}\in M_{d/2+k,\iota}(\Gamma_{2})$ $x=(x:),y=(y_{1}.)\in \mathbb{C}^{d}$
$(x,y)= \sum_{\dot{|}=}^{d})$ x: ( ) $a,$ $b\in \mathbb{C}^{d}$
$(a, a)=(a, b)=(b, b)=0$ $\mathbb{C}^{\iota+1}$ valued
$P_{a}^{(\iota)}$ $=$ $((x,a)^{\iota-\nu}(y,a)^{\nu})_{0\leq\nu\leq\partial}$
$P_{\mathrm{t}b,k}^{(\iota)}$ $=$ $((x.a)^{\iota-\nu}(y,a)^{\nu}|\begin{array}{l}(x,a)(y,a)(x,b)(y,b)\end{array}|)_{0\leq\nu\leq\iota}$
( 1 $\nu=0$ $s+1$ $\nu=s$ )
$\Theta_{L,P_{t}}(\cdot)\in A_{d/2,\iota}(\Gamma_{2})$ ,
$\Theta_{L,aP_{e.b.k}^{(\cdot)}}\in A_{d/2+k,\iota}(\Gamma_{2})$ $\text{ }$
1(1) $\Phi:A_{4,\iota}(\Gamma)arrow S_{4+\iota}(SL_{2}(\mathbb{Z}))$





$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(\mathfrak{h}$ 8 $L\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT},\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\in A_{4,\mathrm{J}^{\mathrm{j}}}(\mathrm{I}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT})$
$\Phi(\Theta_{B_{8\prime}P_{a}^{(\cdot)}}.)=\sum_{1\iota=0}^{\infty}(x, a)’e^{2\pi 1n\tau}.\in S_{k+4}(SL_{2}(\mathbb{Z}))$
$(a, a)=0$ $a\in \mathbb{C}^{8}$ $S_{4+\iota}(SL_{2}(\mathbb{Z}))$
(Boecherer[2]) $\Phi$
(2) (3) $WF=0$
$WF$ $\mathbb{C}^{s+1}$ valued $j$ $SL_{2}(\mathbb{Z})$ $k+s-j+1$






$1\leq j\leq r+1$ $k+j-1\leq k+r<12$ , 12
$SL_{2}(\mathbb{Z})$
$g_{\nu}$
$\mathrm{V}$ ‘ $f_{\nu}(\tau)g_{\nu}(\tau’)=0$ ( $f_{\nu}$ $g_{\nu}$





$F\in A_{2,s}(\Gamma_{2})$ $SL_{2}(\mathbb{Z})$ 2 $\#\mathrm{I}\int \mathrm{R}$
$WF$ 1 0 $($e Arakawa $[1])_{\text{ }}$
$\Phi(F)$ 1 $\Phi(F)=0$
$F$ $s\leq 18$ (2) $WF=0$
$F$ $\theta$ $F/\theta\in A_{-3,\iota}(\Gamma_{2})=0$. $F=0$
q.e.d.





$\mathrm{m}$ $S_{k,4}(\Gamma_{2})$ $=$ $\frac{(t^{10}+t^{12}+t^{14}+t^{1\}+t^{1\epsilon\iota\mu})(1+t)+-t^{30}}{(1-t^{4})(1-t^{6})(1-t^{10})(1-t^{12})}$ ,
$k=0$
$\sum_{k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}^{\infty}\dim M_{k,4}(\Gamma_{2})$ $=$ $\frac{(t^{8}+t^{10}+t^{12}+t^{14}+t^{16})(1+t^{7})}{(1-t^{4})(1-t^{l})(1-t^{10})(1-t^{12})}$
$\sum_{k=0}^{\infty}\dim M_{k,\}(\Gamma_{2})$ $=$ $\frac{(t^{\epsilon}+t^{8}+t^{10}+t^{12}+t^{14}+t^{10}+t^{18})(1+t^{8})}{(1-t^{4})(1-t^{\epsilon})(1-t^{10})(1-t^{12})}$
$\sum_{k=0}^{\infty}\dim M_{k,8}(\Gamma_{2})$ $=$ $\frac{(t^{4}+t^{8}+2t^{10}+2t^{12}+t^{14}+t^{16}+t^{18})}{(1-t^{4})(1-t^{\epsilon})(1-t^{10})(1-t^{12})}$
$+ \frac{(t^{9}+t^{11}+t^{13}+2t^{15}+2t^{17}+t^{19}+t^{\mathfrak{B}})}{(1-t^{4})(1-t^{6})(1-t^{10})(1-t^{12})}$
: $k>4$ din $S_{k,\iota}(\Gamma_{2})$ Tsushima [10]
$\mathrm{a}$ $k\geq 4$ $k>4$ Satake [8] Arakawa [1]
$k=4$ $\Phi$ $S_{k+\iota}(SL_{2}(\mathbb{Z}))$
$k..\geq 4$ $\vee\supset$ $\dim M_{k,\iota}(\Gamma_{2})=\dim S_{k,\iota}(\Gamma_{2})+$
$\dim S_{k+\iota}(SL_{2}(\mathbb{Z}))$ $k\leq 4$ $F\in$
$S_{k,\}(\Gamma_{2})$ $WF=0$ $F/\theta$ $\det$
$F=0$ $k\leq 4$ $S_{k,6}(\Gamma_{2})=0$ . $k\leq 4$
$S_{k+\}(SL_{2}(\mathrm{Z}))=0$ $M_{k,l}(\Gamma_{2})=0$ $s=4,$ $s=8$
q.e.d.
4
$M^{\sigma}\cdot(\Gamma_{2})$ $A^{\mathrm{e}ven}(\Gamma_{2})=\mathbb{C}[\phi_{4}, \phi_{\epsilon}, \chi_{10},\chi_{12}]$
$s=4,6,8$
$s=4$ $A_{k,4}^{eva\iota}(\Gamma_{2})$ $n_{4},,$ $\rho_{10,4},$ $\rho_{12,4},$ $\rho_{14,4}$ ,
$\rho_{16,4}$
5 5





Ibukiyama [5] $r$ $\mathbb{C}$
($\mathrm{E}$
3
$J\mathrm{s}$ $\text{ ^{}1}$ ( $\det^{k}Sym(s)$
$k$ )
(cf. [5])
2 2 $R,$ $S,$ $T$ $r_{1j}.,$ $s_{\dot{l}j},$ $t_{1j}.(1\leq$
$i\leq j\leq 2)$ $Q(R, S)$ $Q(R, S, T)$ $R$ S $R$ ,
$S$ $T$
$Z=(\begin{array}{ll}\tau zz\tau \end{array})\in H_{2}$
$\frac{\partial}{\partial Z}=$ ( $\frac{1}{2}\partial\tau_{z}$)$\partial\neg\tau\partial$
$Z^{(\nu)}\in H_{2}(1\leq\nu\leq 3)$ $H_{2}$ $\mathbb{C}$ valued
$F_{\nu}(1\leq\nu\leq 3)$









Sym(4); $k$ even $l,$ $k$ [
133
$Q(R, S)$ $=$ $\frac{l(l+1)}{2}(\begin{array}{l}\prime_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}}^{2}4\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}^{f}\mathrm{l}2}4r^{2}2+\mathrm{l}2t\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}^{f}224t_{\mathrm{l}2}r_{22}t_{22}^{2}\end{array})-(l+1)(k+1)(\begin{array}{l}r_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}}s_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}}2(\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}}s_{\mathrm{l}2}+r_{\mathrm{l}2}s_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}})r_{1\mathrm{l}}s_{22}+r_{22}s_{11}+4\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}2s_{12}2(t_{12}s_{22}+r_{22}s_{12})\prime 22^{S}22\end{array})$
$+ \frac{k(k+1)}{2}(\begin{array}{l}s_{\mathrm{l}1}^{2}2s_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}}s_{\mathrm{l}2}4s_{\mathrm{l}2}^{2}+2s_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}}s_{\mathrm{l}2}2s_{\mathrm{l}2}s_{22}s_{22}^{2}\end{array})$ .
$F\in A_{k,4}(\Gamma_{2})$ $G\in A_{\iota,\mathrm{s}}(\Gamma_{2})$ D $(FG)\in$
$A_{k+\mathrm{t},4}(\Gamma_{2})$ $D_{Q}(FG)$
$\{F, G\}_{Sym(4)}$
$\{.\cdot.F, G\}_{Sym(4)}$ $=$ $\frac{l(l+1)}{2}G\cross\{\begin{array}{l}\mathrm{B}^{T}\partial’ F2^{\partial^{2}F}\pi\partial^{\frac{}{l}}\varpi_{z}+2_{\partial\tau\partial\tau}\neg\theta^{2}F\partial^{2}P2_{\partial \mathrm{r}}^{\theta^{2}}\neg\frac{F}{\partial z}\frac{\partial^{2}F}{\partial\tau^{2}}\end{array}\}-(l+1)(k+1)\{\begin{array}{l}\pi\pi\partial F\partial G\pi\tau_{z}+\pi\tau_{z}\theta F\partial G\partial G\partial F\frac{\theta F}{\partial\tau}\partial A_{T}\partial+\partial G_{\neg+\frac{\partial P}{\partial z}\frac{\theta G}{\theta z}}\pi_{\partial r}^{\partial F}\neg\partial\tau Tz\theta \mathrm{r}T+\neg\iota\partial F\theta G\partial G\partial F\neg\neg\partial\tau\theta\tau\theta F\theta G\end{array}\}$
$+ \frac{k(k+1)}{2}F\cross\{\begin{array}{l}\pi^{\mathit{2}}r\theta G\mathit{2}^{\theta^{\mathit{2}}G}\pi\partial\overline{z}\text{ ^{}G}+\mathit{2}_{\partial\tau\partial\tau}^{\partial^{\mathit{2}}G}\neg\mathit{2}_{\partial\tau}^{\partial^{\mathit{2}}}\neg\frac{G}{\partial z}\frac{\partial^{\mathit{2}}G}{\partial r^{\mathit{2}}}\end{array}\}$
2
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$P_{0}(R, S)$ $=\det(R)$ ,
$P_{1}(R, S)=$ $|\begin{array}{ll}r_{11} s_{12}r_{12} s_{22}\end{array}|+|\begin{array}{ll}s_{11} r_{12}s_{12} r_{22}\end{array}|$ ,






$+(k- \frac{1}{2})(l-\frac{1}{2})(l+1)(l+2)P_{1}(R, S)-(k-\frac{1}{2})(k+2)(l+2)(l+3)P_{2}(R, S))$
$+(uR{}^{t}u)(uS^{t}u) \cross(2(l-\frac{1}{2})(l+1)(l+2)(k+3)P_{0}(R, S)$
$-2(k- \frac{1}{2})(l-\frac{1}{2})(k+2)(l+2)P_{1}(R, S)+2(k-.\frac{1}{2})(k+1)(k+2)(l+3)P_{2}(R, S))$
$+(uS{}^{t}u)^{2} \cross(-(l-\frac{1}{2})(l+2)(k+2)(k+3)P_{0}(R, S)$
$+(k- \frac{1}{2})(l-\frac{1}{2})(k+1)(k+2)P_{1}(R, S)-(k-\frac{1}{2})k(k+1)(k+2)P_{2}(R, S))$
$Q(R, S, u)= \sum_{\nu=0}^{4}Q_{\nu}(R, S)u_{1}^{\nu}u_{2}^{4-\nu}$
$Q(R, S)=(\begin{array}{ll}Q_{4}(R S)Q_{3}(R,S) Q_{2}(R S)Q_{1}(R,S) Q_{0}(R S)\end{array})$
135
$Q\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} R,$ $S$) $F\in A_{\mathrm{A},4}(\mathrm{I}_{2}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}})_{\mathrm{j}}G\in A_{\mathrm{J},4}(\mathrm{I}_{2}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}})$
$\mathcal{D}_{Q}(FG)$ $\in A,+\mathrm{J},4(" 2)$ $\{F, G\}_{\det^{2}S\mathrm{y}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{n}(4)}$
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{m}(4)$ ; $k$ odd $k_{1},$ $k_{2},$ $ks$ [
$Q(R,S,T)=(\begin{array}{ll}Q_{4}(R S,T)Q_{3}(R S,T)Q_{2}(R S,T)Q_{1}(R S,T)Q_{0}(R S,T)\end{array})$
$Q_{4}(R, S,T)=$




$(k_{1}+1)\mathrm{r}r_{11^{f}12}r_{12}^{2}12$ $s_{12}s_{11}k_{2}t_{12}t_{11}|k_{\}-2(k_{1}+1)|\begin{array}{lll}k_{1} (k_{2}+\mathrm{l})s_{12} k_{\}t_{\mathrm{l}1} s_{11}s_{12} t_{1\mathrm{l}}r_{\mathrm{l}2} s_{12}^{2} t_{12}\end{array}|$
$|(k_{1}+1)\mathrm{r}r_{11}r_{22}r_{11}^{2}11$ $s_{22}s_{11}k_{2}t_{22}t_{11}|k_{\}-(k_{1}+1)|\begin{array}{lll}k_{1} (k_{2}+1)s_{1\mathrm{l}} k_{3}r_{1\mathrm{l}} s_{11}^{2} t_{1\mathrm{l}}r_{22} s_{11}s_{22} t_{22}\end{array}|$
$Q_{2}(R,S,T)=$





$(k_{1}+1)r_{12}r_{12}r_{22}r_{12}^{2}$ $s_{22}s_{12}k_{2}t_{22}t_{12}|k_{3}-2(k_{1}+1)|\begin{array}{lll}k_{1} (k_{2}+1)s_{12} k_{3}r_{12} s_{12}^{2} t_{12}r_{22} s_{12}s_{22} t_{22}\end{array}|$
$(k_{1}+1)r_{22}r_{11}r_{22}r_{22}^{2}s_{22}s_{11}k_{2}t_{22}t_{11}|k_{3}-(k_{1}+1)|\begin{array}{lll}k_{1} (k_{2}+1)s_{22} k_{3}\mathrm{r}_{11} s_{11}s_{22} t_{11}r_{22} s_{22}^{2} t_{22}\end{array}|$
$Q_{0}(R, S,T)=$
$(k_{2}+1)|\begin{array}{lll}(k_{1}+1)r_{22} k_{2} k_{3}r_{22}r_{12} s_{12} t_{12}r_{22}^{2} s_{22} t_{22}\end{array}|-(k_{1}+1)|\begin{array}{lll}k_{1} (k_{2}+1)s_{22} k_{3}r_{12} s_{22}s_{12} t_{12}r_{22} s_{22}^{2} t_{22}\end{array}|$ .
$Q$ $F\in M_{k_{1}}(\Gamma_{2}),$ $G\in M_{k_{2}}(\Gamma_{2}),$ $H\in M_{k_{3}}(\Gamma_{2})$
$D(FGH)\in M_{k_{1}+k_{2}+k_{3}+1,4}(\Gamma_{2})$ $\{F, G, H\}_{\mathrm{d}}\alpha.s_{ym}(4)$
Sym(6); $k$ even $u_{1},$ $u_{2}$ $u$ 2
$R,$ $S$
$Q(R, S, u)$ $=-(\begin{array}{l}k_{2}+23\end{array})(^{t}uRu)^{3}+(\begin{array}{l}k_{2}+22\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}k_{1}+21\end{array})(^{t}uRu)^{2}(^{t}uSu)$
$-(\begin{array}{l}k_{2}+2\mathrm{l}\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}k_{1}+22\end{array})(^{t}uRu)(^{t}uSu)^{2}+(\begin{array}{l}k_{1}+23\end{array})(^{t}uSu)^{3}$.
$Q_{\nu}(R, S)$ $Q(R, S,u)– \sum_{\nu=0}^{6}Q_{\nu}(R, S)u_{1}^{\nu}u_{2}^{6-\nu}$
$Q(R, S)=(\begin{array}{ll}Q_{6}(R S)Q_{5}(R,S) S)Q_{4}(R Q_{3}(R,S) S)Q_{2}(R S)Q_{1}(R S)Q_{0}(R \end{array})$
137









$Q(R, S,u)’= \sum_{\nu=0}^{f}Q_{\nu}$($R$ , S)u\mbox{\boldmath $\nu$}l -’
$Q(R, S)=(Q_{\nu}(R, S))_{0\leq\nu\leq 6}$ $F\in A_{k}(\Gamma_{2}),$ $G\in A_{l}(\Gamma_{2})$
$D(FG)\in A_{k+l+2,6}(\Gamma_{2})$ $\{F, G\}_{\det^{2}Sym(}$
5
$L=\Gamma_{16}$ $\mathrm{R}^{16}$ $E_{8}+R$
$\Gamma_{16}=\{(x:)\in \mathbb{Q}^{16};2x:\in \mathbb{Z},x:-x_{j}\in \mathbb{Z},.\cdot\sum_{=1}^{16}x:\in 2\mathbb{Z}\}$
$a=(2,i,i,i,i,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)$ ,
$b=$ $(i,i,\neq-i, -i, 2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)$
$(a, a)=(a,b)=(b, b)=0$ [ $\mathbb{C}^{7}$
valued ’$\mathrm{s}P_{a}^{(6)}$ (X), $P\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{2}(X)(X\in M_{2,16}(\mathbb{C}))$
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$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{O}_{L,\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}},$ $X_{10}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{O}_{L_{\mathrm{t}}P\mathrm{S},\ ,2}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT},$ $X_{10}$




3 $A^{\sigma_{4},even}(\Gamma_{2}),$ $A^{\sigma_{4},odd}(\Gamma_{2}),$ $A^{\sigma_{6},even}(\Gamma_{2})$ $A^{evm}(\Gamma_{2})$
(1) A\sigma 4. en(I2)1 V‘
$\{\phi_{4},\phi_{4}\}_{Sym(4)}\in M_{8,4}$ $\{\phi_{4}, \phi_{\}\}_{Sym(4)}\in M_{10,4}$ ,
$\{\phi_{4}, \phi_{6}\}_{\det^{2}Sym(4)}\in S_{12,4}$ , $\{\phi_{4}, \chi_{10}\}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{m}}$(4)\in Sl4,4
$\{\phi_{\}, \chi_{10}\}_{Sym(4)}\in S_{16,4}$.
(2) $A^{\sigma_{4},odd}(\Gamma_{2})$
$\{\phi_{4},\phi_{4}, \phi_{\epsilon}\}_{\det}$Syrn(4) $\in S_{15,4}$ $\{\phi_{4}, \phi_{6}, \phi_{6}\}_{\det Sym(4)}\in S_{17,4}$
$\{\phi_{4}, \phi_{4}, \chi_{10}\}_{\det Sym(4)}\in S_{19,4}$ $\{\phi_{4}, \phi_{4}, \chi_{12}\}_{\det Sym(4)}\in S_{21,4}$
$\{\phi_{4}, \phi_{6}, \chi_{12}\}_{\det Sym(4)}\in S_{23,4}$
(3) $A^{\sigma_{6\prime}\mathrm{e}ven}(\Gamma_{2})$ i l‘
$\emptyset\epsilon,\epsilon\in M_{6,6}$ $X_{8}\in S_{8,\epsilon}$ $X_{10}\in S_{10,6}$
$\{\phi_{4}, \phi_{6}\}_{\det^{2}Sym(}\in S_{12,\epsilon}\{\phi_{4}, \chi_{10}\}_{\mathrm{S}ym(6)}\in S_{14,6}$
$\{\phi_{4}, \chi_{12}\}_{\mathrm{S}ym(}\in S_{16,6}$ $\{\phi_{6},$ $\chi_{12}]_{Sym(6)}\in S_{18,6}$
$A^{\sigma}\cdot(\Gamma)$ $A^{even}(\Gamma_{2})$
( : $s=2$ , cf. [9], [6]).
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